
Never Shave or Wax Again  
Elysion is the most advanced laser for hair removal. With high Peak power and patented cooling it 
offers many advantages over other lasers or systems and can offer permanent and painless removal 
of unwanted hair at the speed of light. 
How does laser hair removal work?
Specific wavelengths of laser light are selectively absorbed by melanin, the dark pigment which 
surrounds the hair follicle. The laser heats the follicle and disables the follicle at the root causing 
the hair to fall out permanently. Elysion uses the optimal wavelength to deliver high energy 
ensuring best results.  
Is it painful?
Elysion laser uses an integrated patented crystal freeze technology to keep the skin surface at a 
constant 5 degrees thereby protecting the skin and ensuring a very comfortable treatment. Elysion 
also has a dynamic mode for truly painless treatment. 
How many treatments are required?
All lasers can only treat hair in the growing stage, or visible on the surface of the skin. At one point 
this represents approximately 30% of all hairs in the skin. The other hairs are dormant. There are 
three phases of hair growth and we need to treat all three phases for maximum clearance. 
Due to its ability to deliver high energy specifically to the hair follicle, the results from Elysion are 
superior and can achieve maximum results in approximately 6 sessions. Other lower power lasers 
or IPLs can take 8 to 12 sessions. 
Is it Permanent?
Not all laser or IPL systems offer permanent hair removal but Elysion, due to its high power and 
effective cooling technology can remove hair permanently. The hair treated with Elysion will 
not grow back. However any future hormonal changes may result into new growth and require 
additional treatment in the future. 
How Much Does It Cost? 
Elysion is one of the fastest lasers for hair removal so our prices are very competitive. Please refer 
to our price list for your information and offers. 
 

PROFESSIONAL
DIODE LASER

HAIR REMOVAL

Painless - Fast - Effective 

TREATMENT AREA   STANDARD PRICE 

SINGLE TREATMENT

ELYSION  COURSE OF 6 (30% OFF)

Upper Lip    £45   £36   £151.20

Chin     £55   £44   £184.80

Lip & Chin    £85   £68   £285.60

Eyebrows (between)   £45   £36   £151.20

Ears     £45   £36   £135

Jaw Line or Cheeks   £65   £52   £218.40

Full face (lip, chin, cheeks, jaw) £190   £142 £596.40

Back     £185   £148   £621.60

Shoulders    £90   £72   £302.40

Shoulders & back of neck  £115   £92   £386.40

Back & Shoulders   £245   £196   £823.20

Lower back    £150   £120   £504.00

Buttocks    £140   £112   £470.40

Under Arm    £85   £68   £285.60

Half Arm    £98   £78    £327.60

Full Arm    £160   £115   £483.00

Snail Trail £39 £30 £126.00

Chest     £135   £108   £453.60

Abdomen    £115   £92   £386.40

Chest & Abdomen   £195   £156   £655.20

Bikini Line    £110   £88   £369.60

Brazilian Bikini Line   £175   £140   £588.00

Hollywood Bikini   £190   £152   £638.40

Nipple Area    £45   £36   £151.20

Lower Legs    £165   £118   £495.60

Thighs     £175   £140   £588.00

Full Legs    £245   £196   £823.20

Full body excl. face   £599   £479.20  £2012.64

Full body incl. face   £699   £559.20  £2348.64

LASER HAIR REMOVAL PRICES 

TREATMENT AREA SINGLE TREATMENT

 
COURSE OF 6

 ADDITIONAL 

  
(30% OFF)

 CONTINUING

   TREATMENTS

Upper Lip  £40.00  £168.00 £28.00

Chin  £45.00  £189.00 £31.50

Lip & Chin  £70.00  £294.00 £49.00

Jaw Line or Cheeks  £52.00  £218.40 £36.40

Full face (lip, chin, cheeks, jaw)  £142 .00 £596.40 £99.40

Back  £148.00  £621.60 £103.60

Shoulders  £72.00  £302.40 £50.40

Back & Shoulders  £196.00  £823.20 £137.20

Lower back  £90.00  £378.00 £63.00

Buttocks  £90.00  £378.00 £63.00

Under Arm  £68.00  £285.60 £47.60

Half Arm  £78.00  £327.60 £54.60

Full Arm  £115.00  £483.00 £80.50

Snail Trail  £30.00  £126.00 £21.00

Chest  £108.00  £453.60 £75.60

Abdomen  £92.00  £386.40 £64.40

Chest & Abdomen  £156.00  £655.20 £109.20

Bikini Line  £88.00  £369.60 £61.60

Brazilian Bikini Line & Peri Anal £140.00  £588.00 £98.00

Hollywood Bikini & Peri Anal  £152.00  £638.40 £106.40

Nipple Area £36.00  £151.20 £25.20

Lower Legs  £118.00  £495.60 £82.60

Thighs  £140 .00 £588.00 £98.00

Full Legs  £196.00  £823.20 £137.20

Feet & Toes £40.00 £192.00 £32.00

Full body excl. face  £480.00 £2016.00 £336.00

Full body incl. face  £560.00 £2352.00 £392.00

LASER HAIR REMOVAL PRICES


